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The THz band has been historically hindered by the lack of efficient generators and detectors, 

but a series of recent breakthroughs have helped to effectively close the “THz gap”. A rapid development 

of THz technology has been possible thanks to the translation of revolutionary concepts from other 

regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Among them, metamaterials stand out for their unprecedented 

ability to control wave propagation and manipulate electromagnetic response of matter. They have 

become a workhorse in the development of terahertz (THz) devices such as lenses, polarizers, etc. with 

fascinating features. In particular epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) metamaterials have attracted much attention 

in the past several years due to their unusual properties such as squeezing, tunneling and supercoupling 

where a wave traveling inside of an electrically small channel filled with an ENZ medium can be 

tunneled through it reducing reflections and coupling most of its energy. Here, we design and 

experimentally demonstrate an ENZ graded-index (GRIN) metamaterial lens operating at THz with a 

power enhancement of 16.2 dB, using an array of narrow hollow rectangular waveguides working near 

their cut-off frequencies. This is the first demonstration of an ENZ-GRIN device at THz and can open 

the path towards other realizations of similar devices enabling full quasi-optical processing of THz 

signals. 
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I. Introduction 

 

Metamaterials have demonstrated to allow a successful control of the electromagnetic response of 

media opening the gate to manipulation of wave propagation 1–14. Within this realm, metamaterials with 

a relative permittivity near zero (known as epsilon near-zero (ENZ)) exhibit fascinating features that 

have been recently studied in different frequency bands of the electromagnetic spectrum, mainly 

microwaves, millimeter-waves, near infrared and optical frequencies 15–29. Much of the attention is due 

to the fact that the waves traveling inside these media show almost “infinite” phase velocity and 

wavelength, with nearly uniform spatial phase variation, giving rise to unconventional phenomena such 

as tunneling, squeezing and supercoupling 16. It has been demonstrated that a simple and efficient way 

to emulate the response of a ENZ metamaterial is to utilize narrow hollow rectangular metallic 

waveguides working near their cut-off frequencies 26. This configuration has been proposed in the design 

of sensors 30, control of tunneling with nonlinearities 31, beamshaping 32–36, enhanced molecular 

fluorescence 37 and impedance matched devices 38. Lenses have also benefited greatly from ENZ 

metamaterials 33,36 as they offer the possibility to tailor arbitrarily the wave front at the output by simply 

shaping the interface profile. As demonstrated in 33, a focus can be generated at any desired position by 

simply profiling the output face of a uniform ENZ lens with a concave shape. The main drawback of 

such structures is their bulkiness due to their profiled faces. To overcome this limitation without 

deteriorating their performance, ENZ-graded-index (ENZ-GRIN) devices have been theoretically 

proposed in previous works 34,35. 

Even though ENZ metamaterials have been demonstrated over several spectral regimes 20,21,23,26,39, 

the application of these concepts to the THz frequency band (0.1-10 THz) has been a major challenge 

due to the lack of appropriate fabrication and testing technologies in this band. Typical fabrication 

constraints at THz imposed on the structure thickness relevant for ENZ-GRIN implementation are of the 

order of hundreds of microns, whereas the lateral dimensions of the structure are to be maintained at 

micrometer accuracy. Such a thickness is too small for conventional microwave techniques and too large 

for standard optical lithography. In fact, this is another important reason that has hampered the 

development of THz technologies, contributing to the famous “THz-gap” 40–45. Even though there is still 

a need for several technological improvements to be fulfilled, a great progress has been achieved in this 

frequency range, to the extent that modulators 43, multiplexers 46 and tunable devices 47,48 have been 
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recently demonstrated. At the same time as the gap is getting “closed”, a growing interest in the design 

of metamaterials at THz frequencies arises 41 and different metadevices have been recently proposed 

42,49–51 demonstrating that the design of metamaterial-based devices within this frequency range is no 

longer elusive. 

Inspired by the exciting features of ENZ metamaterials and the importance of the THz frequency 

band, here we present the first experimental demonstration of an ENZ-GRIN lens operating at THz 

frequencies. The structure is designed based on the recently proposed lens reported in ref. 34 using an 

array of narrow hollow rectangular waveguides working near their cut-off frequencies, thus emulating 

an ENZ metamaterial (Fig. 1). It is designed to work at 0.706 THz ( = 0.428 mm) transforming an 

incident plane wave into a narrow focus situated at 6 mm (14) from the output of the lens. 

 

II. Results 

a. Design of the ENZ-GRIN lens 

 

The basic principle to emulate an effective ENZ medium using a rectangular waveguide [see Fig. 1(b)] 

relies on its intrinsic structural dispersion. By restricting the problem to monomode TE01 operation (only 

the fundamental TE01 mode of propagation) the dispersion relation of the waveguide can be written as 

26,52: 

        (1) 

 

Here, it has been assumed that the waveguide behaves as an equivalent medium with an effective 

permittivity and permeability, (reff, εreff), k0 = 2π/0 is the wavenumber at the free-space wavelength 0, 

hy is the larger hollow dimension of the waveguide, fc is the cut-off frequency of the fundamental TE01 

mode and f is the operating frequency. For this mode, reff = 1 26. Thus, the waveguide is equivalent to 

an effective medium with a dispersive relative effective permittivity that can be evaluated from Eq. (1). 

As can be seen from this equation, near the cut-off frequency of this mode εreff is close to zero, which 

means that the waveguide emulates an effective ENZ medium. This performance can be observed in Fig. 

1(b) where the spectral response of the waveguide is evaluated in terms of the εreff  and Re{/k0}. As it 

is shown, near cut-off the ENZ condition is achieved with Re{/k0}  0. This principle is applied here 
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to the design of our ENZ-GRIN metamaterial lens by constructing a matrix of waveguides whose 

dimensions are gradually varied, as detailed below. 

With the GRIN technique, each waveguide of the array must introduce a prescribed phase 

delay (Δ) to generate a focus at the desired distance. This phase delay can be calculated by ray 

tracing, assuming that the lens is discretized along both x and y axes, and can thus be expressed as: 

 

( ) ( ) .2ΔΦ
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       (2) 

 

where m and n are integers and define the discretization (i.e., each waveguide) of the array along the x 

and y axes, β(0,0) is the propagation constant of the waveguide at the center of the array (reference 

waveguide, see dimensions in Fig. 1(b)), lz is the thickness of the lens, FL is the focal length, dx and dy 

are the periods along x and y and   is an integer number ( = 1,2,3…). As deduced from the above 

equation, the phase delay introduced by each waveguide must balance the phase difference between the 

output of the lens and the focus. 

The larger dimension of the reference waveguide is designed to fix the cut-off at 0.7 THz (hy = 

0/2). Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated in previous works 30,33,34,53 that the ENZ condition happens 

close to, but not exactly at the cut-off frequency due to the finite size of the waveguide along the z axis. 

Using a numerical simulation of the central waveguide and applying the local periodicity approximation 

34,35, it was found that ENZ operation occurs at 0.706 THz. Hereafter, we take this as the design frequency 

of the lens, although we anticipate a slight deviation from this value due to the error introduced by the 

local periodicity approximation (obviously, the GRIN condition implies that each waveguide of the array 

must have different hollow dimensions).  

Under the ENZ approximation the dimension hy
(m.,n) controls the required phase delay, as 

determined from Eqs. (1-2). The short side hx
(m.,n) provides impedance matching with free space if it is 

made sufficiently narrow 34,35. The equation that governs this dimension assuming reff = 1 is 16,18: 
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As mentioned before, Eqs. (1,3) are valid when working close to the cut-off frequency of the 
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fundamental TE01 (monomode). If the design frequency were selected to be far from cut-off, Eqs. (1,3) 

would not be longer valid. Hence, in order to avoid undesirable responses because of a multimodal 

performance and to be able to engineer both the hy
(m.,n) and hx

(m.,n) dimensions, the ENZ region is needed. 

With these conditions, the ENZ-GRIN metamaterial lens can be designed, see schematic in Fig. 1(a). It 

consists of 11817 narrow hollow rectangular waveguides (101  117 waveguides along the x and y axes, 

respectively) with a total physical size of 54.1 mm  50.14 mm  1 mm (x  y  z). The hollow 

dimensions of each waveguide are obtained from Eqs. (1-3), with more details provided in the Appendix 

section 1 (Fig. 5). In Fig. 1(c) the values of the relative effective permittivity (εreff) of each waveguide 

retrieved from Eq. (1) are presented. Additionally, we have extracted the values for the two principal 

axes x and y and have plotted them in Fig. 1(d-e). From these figures one can observe that all waveguides 

work properly within the ENZ approximation, with εreff < 0.25 in all of them. The minimum permittivity 

value appears for the central waveguide (εreff  0.017), as imposed by design. It is important to note that 

the ENZ-GRIN metalens designed here may bring to mind classical metallic lenses 54–56. The main 

difference is that classical metallic lenses suffer from Fresnel reflections which are intrinsically present 

because of the impedance mismatch between the metallic waveguides and free-space. Similarly, 

common THz lenses are made of conventional dielectrics such as Teflon or Silicon. However, their main 

drawback are their increased thickness and high impedance mismatch, respectively 56,57. To minimize 

losses produced by the impedance mismatch it is possible to apply different techniques such as using 

anti-reflection coatings or by properly engineering transmit-arrays or metasurface-based lenses58,59.  As 

reported in 34 and shown in Eq. (3), the ENZ-GRIN metalens designed here minimizes this problem by 

modulating one hollow dimension for each waveguide of the array. The present work then corresponds 

to the experimental proof-of-concept of the proposed design and more details about numerical 

simulations can be found in 34. 

 

b. Experimental and numerical demonstration 

To demonstrate experimentally the performance of the ENZ-GRIN lens, a patented fabrication 

method based on a deep X-ray lithography (DXRL) technique 60,61 is employed in this work for 

manufacturing the lens prototype. The necessity of using DXRL is explained by a relatively high aspect 

ratio and actual thickness of the designed structure whose production is unattainable with optical 

lithography. In the proposed fabrication method, high-energy X-rays with a typical wavelength of 1 Å 
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generated by a synchrotron radiation source are used for the lithographic patterning of a polymethyl 

methacrylate (PMMA) layer followed by its entire surface metallization (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 of the 

Appendix section 2 for more details of the fabrication techniques). The PMMA layer has the thickness 

of the designed ENZ-GRIN lens (1 mm) and plays the role of carrying polymeric substrate, while the 

metallized (Ag/Al) layer deposited on the PMMA surface and having the typical thickness (~1 um) larger 

than the THz radiation skin depth allows the structure to act as fully metallic in terms of its 

electromagnetic response. The structures of this kind are referred to in literature as “pseudo-metallic” 

60,61. It is worth noting that their fabrication is much simpler and less expensive in comparison with a 

conventional LIGA technology 62, which is normally used for producing high-aspect-ratio entirely 

metallic structures (with no dielectric core inside). Figure 2(a) illustrates the fabricated lens mounted on 

a circular holder with a clear aperture diameter of 50 mm. A microscope photograph and a picture taken 

from the numerical simulator showing nine waveguides at the center of the structure are shown in Fig. 

2(b) and Fig. 2(c), respectively. From these figures we can estimate that the fabrication is sufficiently 

accurate even taking into account the stringent aspect ratio of the waveguides: the narrow hollow 

dimension is of the order of just a few tens of microns whereas the depth of the waveguides is 1 mm. 

For the sake of completeness, a more general view of the fabricated ENZ-GRIN lens along with a 

schematic representation showing more waveguides are shown in Fig. 2(d-e), comparing the design with 

the fabricated prototype.  

The lens is experimentally characterized with an ABmmTM Vector Network Analyzer. First, its 

broadband response is evaluated by measuring the power distribution along the lens axis (z axis) from 

0.630 THz to 0.730 THz. The lens is placed between a diagonal horn antenna (used as a source) with the 

electric field polarized along the x direction (Ex) and a flange-ended rectangular waveguide (used as a 

receiver). By shifting the receiver along the z axis with micrometric precision, we measure the power 

distribution along the propagation direction. A full description of the setup is given in Fig. 8 in the 

Appendix section 3.  

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3(a). They are compared with numerical simulations 

performed with the commercial simulator CST Microwave Studio®, see Fig. 3(b) (for a description of 

the numerical setup see Appendix section 4). In general, a good agreement is found between numerical 

and experimental results: in the experiment the focus appears at (f, FL) = (0.675 THz, 6 mm) whereas in 

the simulation it is at (f, FL) = (0.692 THz, 6.25 mm). Recall that in the design we imposed (f, FL) = 
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(0.706 THz, 6 mm). Therefore aside from a small frequency shift, the lens has an excellent performance. 

As mentioned earlier, the error is probably due to the local periodicity approximation, which does not 

totally hold in our ENZ-GRIN prototype. Moreover, there are imperfections in the fabrication that might 

slightly alter the performance, such as waveguide cross sections being not completely rectangular and 

slight deviations of the hollow dimensions from the nominal values. In any case, the frequency error is 

very small 1.89% in the simulation and 4.36% in the experiment, especially taking into account that 

the fabrication of this lens is highly challenging. 

In Fig. 3(c) we have plotted the power distribution along the z axis at the maximum frequency. 

From these curves we can extract the depth of focus (DF, defined as the distance at which the power 

distribution has decayed half of its maximum along the propagation direction) which is another important 

parameter in a lens performance. Again, we notice a good agreement between experimental results, DF 

= 2.14exp (0.95mm), and simulation results, DF = 2.33sim (1.01mm).  

For a complete characterization, the power distribution at the focal point for both principal planes 

(E- and H- plane) is measured, see Appendix section 4 for a detailed information about the setup. The 

experimental results [Fig. 4(a,d)] are similar to the numerical simulations [Fig. 4(b,e)]. From these 

results, we observe clearly how the ENZ-GRIN lens can actually focus the incident wave onto a focal 

spot. It produces a high power enhancement at the FL of 42 times (16.23 dB) in the experiment (69 times 

(18.42 dB) in the simulation) compared to the value without lens. The small difference between 

simulation and measurement can be attributed to imperfections in fabrication such as metal roughness, 

waveguide dimensions, etc.  

Finally, the power distribution at the focal plane along the x and y axis is plotted in Fig. 4(c,f) . 

Both experimental and simulation results present similar focus profiles, from which we can obtain the 

Full-Width at Half-Maximum (FWHM) (defined as the distance along the x or y axis at which the power 

has decayed half of its maximum). From the experimental results we get FWHMx = 0.217  0.01 mm = 

(0.488  0.025)exp and FWHMy = 0.337  0.01 mm = (0.76  0.025)exp (in the simulation these values 

are FWHMx 0.238 mm = 0.55sim and FWHMy = 0.337 mm = 0.78sim). 

 

III. Conclusions 

 

To sum up, we have demonstrated the first experimental realization of an ENZ-GRIN lens at THz 
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frequencies. The lens is based on a non-uniform array of narrow hollow rectangular metallic waveguides. 

A high power enhancement of 42 times of the incident power at the focal has been experimentally 

achieved at the frequency of 0.675 THz. The experimental values are in excellent agreement with the 

numerical simulations of the 3D lens. The results presented here may open doors to future work in this 

exciting frequency range, and may lead to other THz devices based on ENZ media such as beam steerers, 

sensors or beamshapers. 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the designed lens (artist rendition). (b) Artist presentation of the unit cell 

used as a central waveguide of the lens array along with the dispersive performance and reff extracted from Eqs. 

(1). The waveguide has lateral periodicity of dx = 537.5 m and dy = 428.6 m, hollow dimensions of hx = 53.57 

m, hy = 214.28 m and a lens thickness of lz = 1000 m. Effective permittivity of the designed ENZ-GRIN 

metamaterial lens: (c) complete lens, (d) along the x axis at y = 0 and (e) along the y axis at x = 0. 
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Figure 2. (a) Full photograph of the fabricated prototype (the black-dashed and red lines correspond to the zoom-in 
pictures shown in panels (d) and (b), respectively. (b), Zoom-in photograph of the nine central waveguides. (c) 

Schematic representation of the nine central waveguides taken from CST Microwave Studio®. (d) Picture of the 

fabricated prototype showing several waveguides. (e) Schematic representation of the simulated ENZ-GRIN 

metamaterial lens showing several waveguides (taken from CST Microwave Studio®). 
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Figure 3. Power distribution along the propagation axis of the ENZ-GRIN lens vs frequency: (a) experimental and 

(b) numerical results. (c), Experimental (black line) and simulation (red line) results of the power distribution along 

the z axis at the frequency of maximum focus intensity, 0.675 THz (experiment) and 0.692 THz (simulation). The 
curves in (c) are extracted from the white dashed lines in panels (a) and (b) and are normalized to the maximum of 

each case to better compare them. 
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Figure 4. Experimental and numerical results for power distribution on the focal planes: (a) and (d) experimental 

results on the xz and yz planes, respectively, at f = 0.675 THz. (b) and (e) numerical results on the xz and yz planes, 

respectively, at f = 0.692 THz where the maximum fields are obtained. This frequency is slightly different from the 
one in the experiment due to fabrication imperfections. In the Appendix section 5, we also present the numerical 

results for f = 0.675 THz. (c) and (f) experimental (black lines) and numerical (red lines) results of the power 

distribution at the focal position along the x and y axes, respectively. 
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APPENDIX 

1. Hollow dimensions 

The hollow dimensions of the designed ENZ-GRIN metalens are shown in Fig. 5. The dimensions along 

the y (hy) and x (hy) for all the waveguides of the array are calculated using Eqs. (1,3) and are shown in 

panels (a) and (b), respectively. Also, the hollow dimensions along the x axis at y = 0 (white dashed lines 

of panels (a) and (b)) are shown in Fig. 5 (d) to better appreciate these results. As explained in the 

manuscript, each waveguide of the array should introduce a phase delay in order to produce a focus at 

the output of the lens. This phase delay has been controlled by changing the hollow dimension hy. For 

the sake of completeness, the cut-off frequency of the fundamental mode for each waveguide is shown 

in Fig. 5 (c) calculated using Eq. 1. To better visualize these results, the cut-off frequency along the x 

axis at y = 0 are shown in Fig. 5 (e). 

 
 

 

Figure. 5.  Hollow dimensions of the designed ENZ-GRIN lens: (a) contour plot showing the value of hx as a function 

of the waveguide position (x,y). (b) Idem for hy. (c) Cut-off frequency of the fundamental mode for all the waveguides. 

Hollow dimensions (d) and cut-of frequency for the waveguides located along the x axis at y = 0. These values are 

obtained from the white dashed line of panels (a-c).   

 

2. Fabrication techniques 

The ENZ-GRIN lens prototype was manufactured using technological facilities of the Siberian 

Synchrotron and Terahertz Radiation Center (SSTRC, BINP SB RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia). The 

fabrication method is based on a deep X-ray lithography (DXRL) technique and implies the use of high-

energy X-rays produced by a synchrotron radiation source at the VEPP-3 storage ring for radiation 

treatment. The X-rays spectrum of the source is concentrated near the wavelength of 1 Å that allows 

such “hard” radiation penetrating deeply into thick layers of X-ray-sensitive resists. Using an X-ray-

contrast mask (X-mask) this enables forming patterned high-aspect microstructures having through-
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holes with vertical walls. 

The three basic stages of the fabrication process are shown in Fig. 6. First, the polished PMMA 

[PMMA  2.58 (1- j510-2)] layer 1  0.01 mm thick, which serves both as the X-ray-sensitive and the 

lens-core material, is exposed to X-rays through the X-mask (a). The X-mask replicates the geometry of 

the designed ENZ-GRIN lens and is made as a patterned brass foil with the thickness  = 50  1 um 

produced in advance via laser micromachining. At the second stage, due to radiation damage of 

molecular chains in PMMA upon its X-ray treatment, the irradiated parts of the PMMA layer are 

removed by chemical development (b). Finally, the entire surface of the patterned polymeric structure 

including inner walls of the waveguide holes is metallized via chemical deposition of a silver layer 

0.1 um thick, which is further “enhanced” through magnetron sputtering of additional silver and 

aluminum layers with the total thickness of 1 um to form the highly conductive corrosion-resistant 

metallic coating (c).  

 

 
 

 

Figure. 6. Basic fabrication stages for the ENZ-GRIN lens: (a) irradiation of the PMMA layer by “hard” X-rays through 
the X-ray mask. (b) Chemical development of the patterned polymeric structure. (c)  Metallization of the entire 

dielectric surface via depositing thin Ag/Al layers. The structural slice is introduced in (b and c) to show that PMMA 

is patterned through and all the waveguide holes have vertical walls.  

 

 

Note that in the described fabrication technology the quality of the X-mask pattern is estimated to 

be the main factor limiting the ENZ-GRIN lens performance. Herein, we employed a homemade laser 

micromachining system based on a 10-ns-pulse Nd:YAG laser (0=1064 nm, 10 kHz, 10 W) providing  

the diameter of 10 um for the laser beam focused onto the brass foil. The system exhibited the typical 

accuracy of 3-5 um for irregularity of the hole’s edge upon laser cutting, though somewhat larger 

geometrical deviations were tracked in fabrication (Fig. 7). It is noteworthy that such deviations do not 

cause a noticeable degradation of the ENZ-GRIN lens performance, as described in the manuscript.  
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Figure. 7. SEM images of the fabricated ENZ-GRIN lens structure: (a) smaller scale. (b) larger scale. The geometry of 

the waveguide holes slightly deviates from the ideal rectangular geometry of the designed holes that originates from 
some imperfection of the X-ray mask upon its fabrication by laser micromachining. 

 

 

3. Experimental setup 

 
 
 

Figure. 8. Schematic representation of the setup used to characterize experimentally the performance of the ENZ-

GRIN lens: (a) Artist figure showing the lens placed in the middle of a diagonal horn antenna (source) and a 

flange ended waveguide (receiver). The latter was placed on a translational platform in order to record the power 

distribution on the focal planes along the x, y and z axes from 0.630THz to 0.730THz. (b) Photograph of the 

receiver. (c) Photograph of the transmitter. 

 

The experimental measurements were carried out using an AB MillimetreTM quasi-optical vector 

network analyzer (VNA). A general sketch of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 8. The ENZ-GRIN 

lens was placed in front of a standard diagonal horn antenna (WR-1.2) at 250 mm (588 at the design 

frequency of 0.706 THz). On the opposite side, a flange-ended rectangular waveguide (WR-1.2) was 

used as a receiver. It was placed on a translation stage in order to scan the power distribution near the 

focal plane. To characterize the broadband response of the lens shown in Fig. 3(a), the receiver was 

placed just at x = y = 0 and was moved along z from 4 mm to 8 mm with a very fine step of 0.05 mm 

(0.117 at the design frequency). With this configuration, the power distribution at each position was 

measured from 0.630 THz to 0.730 THz with a high resolution step of 0.0002 THz (200 MHz). For the 

focal planes shown in Fig. 4(a,d), the receiver was moved on the xz and yz planes in order to 

experimentally characterize the focusing properties of the lens on the E and H planes, respectively. A 
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high resolution measurement was performed by moving the receiver from -1.5 mm to 1.5 mm with a 

step of 0.01 mm ( 0.024 ) along the x/y axes  and from 4.5 mm to 7.5 mm along the z axis with a step 

0.05 mm (0.117). 

 

4. Numerical evaluation of the ENZ-GRIN metalens 

The numerical analysis of the ENZ-GRIN lens was performed using the transient solver of the 

commercial software CST Microwave Studio®. For all the simulations, the full ENZ-GRIN lens was 

simulated. A horizontally polarized plane wave (Ex) was used to illuminate the lens from its back using 

Open+Add Space (i.e. perfectly matched layers) boundary conditions in all planes. Electric and magnetic 

symmetry planes were defined in the yz and xz planes, respectively, in order to reduce the simulation 

burden. Aluminum was used as the material of the lens with a conductivity of  = 3.56×107 S/m. A very 

fine meshing was used with a minimum and maximum mesh size of 0.0205 mm and 0.101 mm, 

respectively. With this configuration, the lens was simulated using a total number of 82 million of cells. 

To characterize the broadband response of the lens, as shown in Fig. 3(b) of the manuscript, electric and 

magnetic probes were placed along the z axis (at x = y = 0) to record the field distributions at the same 

positions as in the experiment. Likewise, the frequency response was obtained in each position with the 

same spectral range and steps used in experiments. Finally, the broadband power distribution was 

calculated using the x and y components of the steady-state electric and magnetic field components, 

respectively, as ½(|Ex||Hy|). After evaluating the broadband response, a second simulation of the ENZ-

GRIN lens was performed to calculate the 3D power distribution in both principal planes at the operation 

frequency, corresponding to the results shown in Fig. 4(b,e). 

 

5. Experimental and numerical results of the power distribution at 0.675 THz 

The experimental and numerical results of the power distribution on both xz and yz focal planes at f = 

0.675 THz and f = 0. 692 THz, respectively, were shown and discussed in Fig. 4. These frequencies were 

selected by extracting the maximum field distribution from the spectral response shown in Fig. 3(a,b). 

To further evaluate the response of the ENZ-GRIN lens, it is also interesting to evaluate its performance 

at the same frequency. For the sake of completeness, the numerical results of the power distribution on 

both xz and yz focal planes are shown in Fig. 9 at the frequency of maximum field from the experiment 

(f = 0.675). From these results we get FWHMx = 0.242 mm = 0.54 and FWHMy = 0.31 mm = 0.7 
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which are in agreement with the experimental results obtained from Fig. 4(a,d) with values of FWHMx 

= 0.217  0.1 mm = (0.488  0.025) and FWHMy = 0.337  0.1 mm = (0.76  0.025). 

 
 

 

Figure. 9. Experimental and numerical results of the power distribution on the focal planes at 0.675 THz: (a,d) 

experimental results on the xz and yz planes, respectively, (b,e) numerical results on the xz and yz planes, respectively. 

(c,f) experimental (black lines) and numerical (red lines) results of the power distribution at the focal position along 

the x and y axes, respectively.  
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